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Richmond debate *won't change' election 
by Peggy Ware 
stqffwriter 
RICHMOND — Despite the unconventional format 
of Thursday's presidential debate, few undecided 
voters were swayed by the candidates, a JMU 
political science professor said. 
The unusual town-hall style of this second 
presidential forum produced few sparks, said 
associate professor Dr. Robert Roberts, one of the 
500 people attending the debate. The question-asking 
audience consisted of about 200 undecided voters. 
— Me analysis of debates, p. 11 — 
A CBS poll of 1,340 voters following the 90- 
minute debate showed that 53 percent saw the 
Arkansas governor as the winner, 25 percent favored 
Bush and 21 percent said Independent Ross Perot 
won. 
But Roberts said the actual audience members 
weren't impressed and didn't see Clinton, Bush or 
Perot as the winner. 
He said that the audience was subdued, 
emphasizing the seriousness of the issues rather than 
political bickering. 
"The debate kept everything status quo," he said. 
"Nothing changed — therefore, Bush was the loser." 
Roberts said the format especially fit Clinton's 
"personable" campaign approach. 
"He's got a lot more experience doing these kind 
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KATHY ALCORNAHE BREEZE 
Bill and Hillary Clinton stayed in Richmond Friday after Thursday night's debate for a 
send-off rally courtesy of Va. Gov. L. Douglas Wilder and other leading state Democrats. 
Making history 
Virginians turn out in record numbers to support Clinton 
by Peggy Ware 
stqffwriter 
RICHMOND — A record number of supporters 
came to the Virginia Capitol cheering on Democratic 
presidential candidate Bill Clinton at a rally Friday 
morning after Thursday night's Richmond debate. 
Neither President Bush nor Ross Perot had spin- 
off rallies the next day. After their Thursday night 
post-debate parties, both candidates left town. 
But police estimated that 5,000 people showed up 
on the grounds in front of the Gov. L. Douglas 
Wilder's executive mansion to say good-bye to 
Clinton. College students, Virginia residents and 
their children waved signs and shouted, "Three more 
weeks" — a reference to Bush's time before the 
election and a counterpoint to the president's "Four 
more years" slogan. 
Several leading Virginia Democrats, including 
Wilder, Lt. Gov. Don Beyer, Attorney General Mary 
Sue Terry and Sen. Charles Robb, joined Bill and 
Hillary Clinton on the stage. 
Clinton told the crowd that "Richmond had made 
presidential history" by hosting the unusual debate. 
Future debates, he said, will have similar formats, 
because candidates need to respond to the queries of 
"real people" discussing "real issues." 
Despite his lead in the poles and widely believed 
victory in the Thursday night debate, Clinton warned 
the crowd against over-confidence. 
"It's not over till it's over," he said. "I need all of 
your help the next 2 1/2 weeks ... so we can get this 
country united and moving forward again." 
Hillary Clinton did most of the speaking because 
of her husband's hoarse voice. She reiterated the 
campaign themes of needing a "new vision of 
America," bringing about "change" and a having 
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Debate  
CONTINUED from page I 
of things," he said. "This is his style, 
going and talking to people ... his 
friendliness." 
On the other hand, he said, "It's 
very difficult for someone who has 
been president and is used to being 
treated as if he was important, to 
participate in this sort of forum. It is a 
big come down for Bush to do this." 
It will be an even bigger come down 
if Clinton pulls through to become the 
first democratic president in 12 years. 
"If Clinton wins, this will be a 
landmark election," Roberts said. 
"There will be a dramatic change in 
campaign style, where commercials 
won't win an election anymore 
and ... the public will demand that 
[candidates] participate in these 
inquisitions." 
The Arkansas governor's campaign 
strategy as a whole has been more 
effective, Roberts said. 
"They have been very well 
organized, and Clinton has basically 
said that 'I am not going to win 
through TV commercials.'" 
Roberts said he thinks Bush's 
strategy shows that his team is "in 
desperate shape," and said that 
"clearly his negative advertising 
hasn't worked." 
Negative advertising and character 
bashing made its way into one 
spectator's question. 
Rally  
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One attendant asked the candidates 
to stay focused on the issues. "Why 
can't your responses stop mudslinging 
and reflect the complexities and 
genuine concerns of the people?" she 
said. 
And throughout the debate, each of 
the candidates repeated their campaign 
themes as audience members posed 13 
pointed and difficult questions. 
Bush emphasized trust, character 
and his experience as a world leader. 
He asked the audience the 
hypothetical question "If there is an 
international crisis, who would you 
want running the country?" 
Also Bush said that if he were 
elected to a second term, he would be 
able to get legislation passed with 
hopes of having the public elect a 
cooperative Congress. 
Clinton asked the audience to send 
him to the White House as an agent of 
change. 
"We don't need four more years of 
a failed economic theory ... I can 
work with both Republicans and 
Democrats alike to bring more jobs, 
better health care and better education 
for all." 
And Perot, who underscored 
Clinton's message of change, said he 
could more effectively bring people 
together in the nation's capital. 
"I think I can go to Washington and 
in a week have people holding hands 
to get a bill passed," he said. 
VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Republican supporters turned out to cheer on President Bush 
Thursday for the debate at the University off Richmond. Many 
area students came out for the incumbent. 
"hope for the future." 
"It's not going to be easy to undo the 
policies that have led to the worst 
economic record since the Great 
Depression," she said. "It's not going 
to be easy to knit our country back 
together and to unite people under a 
common cause. 
"You have to be brave to want 
change," she said. "Bill and Al [Gore, 
the vice presidential candidate] offer 
hope; the other side offers fear." 
Reflecting on the debate, Bill 
Clinton said he was "moved that it 
was a white male Virginian" who 
asked when a woman or African 
American would serve as president. 
"That was a good statement," he 
said, "and a good symbol of the 
direction in which we ought to go." 
In addition to concerns about racial 
and gender equality. Bill Clinton 
addressed issues of "economic 
fairness." 
"I want to bring this country away 
from trickle-down economics," he 
said. "Not back to tax and spend 
economics ... but to invest and grow 
economics. 
"I want our government to put 
people first and to make a genuine 
commitment to opportunity ... so 
tha"t our children don't become the 
first generation to do worse than their 
parents and so that they too can live 
the American dream." 
Several JMU students attended the 
rally. 
"He is not flying over the American 
people like Bush — talking about 
irrelevant bullshit — but is reaching 
out to the actual concerns of the 
people of this country," senior 
communication major Stephanie 
Keffer said. 
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Two students die 
in car crash near 
Reddish Knob 
Two JMU freshmen died after a car in which 
they were passengers crashed about 4:45 p.m. 
Saturday on Route 257 near Reddish Knob. 
Killed were Lisa M. Hass, 18, of Colonial 
Heights, and Margo M. Sylvester, 18, of 
Warrenton. Hass apparently died at the scene of 
the accident, according to State Trooper W. C. 
Byrd. Sylvester died at the University of 
Virginia Hospital at 10:40 a.m. yesterday. 
The driver of the car, JMU freshman George 
Harenberg, 19, of Sterling, and a third 
passenger, Jamison R. Zoltork, 20, of Colonial 
Heights apparently were not seriously injured, 
the trooper said. Zoltork is a student at Richard 
Bland College. 
The car, a 1989 Chevrolet Barctia, apparently 
went out of control, ran off the side of the road, 
and slid sideways into a tree, according the 
trooper. 
Byrd said that no alcohol was involved, but 
apparently "some speed was involved." 
-Michael Hearts 
JMU ROTC wins top battalion 
award over military academies 
by Shauna Miller 
stqffwriter 
JMU's Army ROTC Cadet Battalion beat 350 
schools to win the 1992 General Douglas Mac Arthur 
Award on Sept. 30 for the outstanding training 
program performance in the large battalion category. 
Among the competitors were the Virginia Military 
Institute, Citadel, North Carolina State University 
and Virginia Polytechnic Institute. 
"We were stacked up against big schools," said 
Duke Battalion Executive Officer Major John 
Bayless. 
Chris Black, a junior Cadet Sergeant Major, said, 
"It means a lot to us to know that we can beat 
military academies that train full-time. They live 
together and even march to and from class." 
Bayless said the battalion's recognition is largely 
due to how well the cadets work together. 
"Whether you're working for IBM or the Army, 
it's all about working together," he said. 
JMU's member unit will officially be recognized 
and receive a plaque and guidon streamer for their 
flag pole Oct. 30 during the U.S. Army Cadet 
Command Annual Review at Fort Monroe. 
The competition began last fall at the Advance 
Camp— a session in Fort Bragg, N.C. where 
participants were evaluated on physical fitness, 
weapons training, leadership and land navigation. 
Leadership and officer skills were also critiqued for 
the award. 
Bayless the structure of JMU's four-year program 
provided the formula for their success at the 
competition. 
"Our ROTC is a four-year thing," Bayless said. 
"We start our students off with military science and 
take them through advanced training each year. By 
their junior year they are ready to see if they meet 
the Army standard to become an officer." 
JMU's ROTC currently has 190 members. 
Senior Cadet Andrew Richter opted for JMU's 
ROTC over military schools. 
"I came to JMU because I knew about the 
program," he said. "The training that JMU has 
develops charisma and leadership and gives us a 
chance to learn all the necessary skills." 
AIDS speaker questions kissing, condoms 
by Alane Tempchin 
stqffwriter 
French kissing and wearing 
condoms during intercourse can no 
longer be considered safe activities in 
terms,of the AIDS virus, said an 
speaker who has made AIDS 
presentations for 9 years and who 
spoke about AIDS and HIV to a 
packed Highlands Room Thursday 
night. 
John Harris presented data from the 
Center for Disease Control, which 
said that "deep, prolonged French 
kissing" may be a way to transmit the 
disease. 
The audience stirred when Harris 
presented information stating that 
condoms were ineffective against 
stopping the transmission of the virus. 
"There are many health officials 
that believe that long term, condoms 
will offer zero protection," Harris 
said. 
He said if a person's partner is 
infected there is an 85.2 percent per 
year chance the condom will fail. 
Harris said, "85.2 percent per year 
is not what I would call safe, safer or 
protected sex. No wonder [the Center 
for Disease Control] changed their 
data and said it offers an element of 
risk reduction." 
Ann Simmons, JMU Health Center 
coordinator for health, education and 
wellness, asked him if wearing a 
condom is still better than not using 
anything at all. 
Harris said, "It's not better than 
nothing, because it draws people into 
"There are many 
health officials that 
believe that long- 





a false sense of security." 
In a later interview, Simmons stood 
by her position that wearing condoms 
reduces the risks of getting AIDS and 
other sexually transmitted diseases. 
"I still have to go by all the 
research we have, that barring 
abstinence, I'm not going to tell 
students to not wear a condom," she 
said. 
"From a health care standpoint, I 
have not changed my perspective on 
condoms." She said physicians at the 
Health Center agreed with her. 
But Harris, who advocates a return 
to abstinence and stricter morals, said 
he has been lecturing on HIV for nine 
years and has spoken to over a million 
college and high school students 
throughout the country. 
According to Harris, because 
intimate sexual contact is driving this 
disease, changing behavior will stop 
its rapid spread. 
"Sex is fun, but it is not worth 
dying for," Harris said. 
"In the 60s and 70s, we thought 
'throw off those narrow-minded 
puritanical shackles and we'll be 
totally sexually free,'" he said. "The 
problem is that I think we are greater 
slaves today than we have ever been. 
Now we have to worry about dying 
because of an act of intimacy." 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
sponsored Harris's lecture and slide 
show "Intimacy in the Age of AIDS: 
JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE 
John Harris 
Out of the Darkness into Reality." 
Harris described HIV as a 
predictable, progressive, treatable, yet 
chronic disease but also said, "I do not 
believe there will ever be a cure for 
the HIV virus." 
He said the government is wasting 
time and money looking for a cure. 
AIDS page 5 
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POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police reported the following: 
Vehicle Related Injury 
* A student was reported injured with a minor 
knee abrasion after falling off the hood of a 
moving car on Madison Drive near Wayland Hall 
at 11:08 p.m. Oct. 13. 
The student along with a friend reportedly were 
sitting on the hood of the parked car, when a third 
student drove forward causing the two individuals 
to fall off. 
Neither student reportedly was seriously 
injured, but the student with the knee abrasion 
refused medical attention. 
Motor Vehicle/Bicycle Accident 
• A person was injured after riding a bicycle into 
a moving vehicle at 6:40 p.m. Oct. 14 at 
Bluestone Drive and the G-lot entrance. 
The operator of the vehicle took the cyclist to 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital emergency room 
where the individual was treated for a fractured 
clavicle and released. 
Suspicious Person 
* A suspicious person was reportedly seen in a 
men's bathroom in the Music Building at 1:01 p.m. 
Oct. 13. 
The person reportedly was standing on 
something pushing up ceiling tiles in the 
bathroom. The person left before police arrived. 
Police checked the restrooms and searched the 
building and found nothing out of order. 
The person is described as wearing a dark 
sweat shirt and pants, glasses and having dark 
hair. 
Grand Larceny 
• A purple flag, 10 feet by 12 feet, with gold 
fringe and the Duke Dog insignia on it was 
reportedly stolen from the Hillside Field band 
practice area between 6:30 p.m. Oct. 2 and 10 
a.m. Oct. 3. 
The flag made of heavy nylon was mistakenly 
left on the field by a band member. It is valued at 
$400. 
* A black Specialized Stumpjumper mountain 
bike was reportedly stolen from the Sigma Phi 
Epsilon fraternity house office between 11:30 p.m. 
Oct. 13 and 1:45 a.m. Oct. 14. 
• A Specialized Hard Rock mountain bike was 
reportedly stolen from Godwin Hall bike rack 
between 6 p.m. Oct. 13 and 7 p.m. Oct. 14. 
The 26-inch bike has a men's purple and 
orange-red frame and quick release wheels. The 
bike reportedly was secured to the rack with a 
small combo chain lock. 
Petty Larceny 
• A pair of Converse turf shoes size 10 1/2 were 
reportedly stolen from the football locker room in 
BrkJgeforth Stadium between 6:30 p.m. Oct. 8 and 
4;30Oct.9. 
Destruction off Public Property 
• An unknown person reportedly damaged the 
window in a stairwell door in the Sigma Phi 
Epsilon fraternity house at 12:30 a.m. Oct. 16. 
Obscene Conduct 
• A student was judicially referred for indecent 
exposure in front of members and guests in the Pi 
Kappa Phi fraternity house at 2:04 a.m. Oct. 16. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 1: 
46 
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Market has taste, 
products of area 
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by Lisa Baton* 
contributing writer 
For students who want to get away from the 
college town atmosphere there's a place they can 
visit only three miles from Harrisonburg, a place 
where time seems to stand still for a while. 
The Dayton Farmers Market has been open since 
1987 to offer locals, members of the Mennonite 
community and students a shopping experience with 
a unique flavor. 
The market, a large, windowless building, features 
merchandise of a much less commercial era. 
It offers consumers an atmosphere not found in 
shopping malls. 
"It covers everything," said Country Chimes store 
clerk J. O. Gardner. "It's a little village under a roof. 
.. instead of a mall-type pigeon hole." 
Steve Bird is one of the three local lessors of the 
market's space, along with Paige Will and Ron 
Williams. He said the Dayton market was patterned 
after similar markets operated by members of the 
Amish community in the Lancaster, Pa. region. 
Mennonites are a major part of the market. 
Buggies can be seen parked beside cars outside. 
"Some of the shops are owned by Mennonites, as 
many as half," Bird said. "We're right on the border 
of the Mennonite community." 
For junior Ivan Crofts, the farmers market offers a 
change of pace from college life. 
"I'm from northern Virginia and I live on campus, 
land of stuck in a northern-Virginia type of world," 
he said. "It's neat that you can come out here, 10 
minutes away from school, and just see a part of 
different people's lives ... like the Mennonites." 
"It's definitely a break from JMU," he said. 
Jennifer Adams, owner of Jennifer's of Quarter 
Creek, said she sees students buying mostly t-shirts, 
rugs, and a lot of dessert items from other stores. 
Jennifer's sells china, table lace, lotions and sachets. 
"Malls .. . don't have the different varied crafts 
that we have here," she said. 
Crofts said, "Some of the prices were... high." 
Goods available at the market range from blankets 
for $31.95 to JMU welcome mats, two for $18.95, at 
Country Chimes. 
"We sell a lot of throws and quilts ... and pottery 
gifts to students," Gardner said. 
Grandma's Pantry offers a wide selection of 
candy, ranging from sugar-free Smarties at $5.29 per 
pound to "caramel loaf" at $2.49 per pound. They 
also have a wide selection of nuts, cheeses, baking 
goods and spices. 
Self-Help Crafts sells hand-carved wooden boxes 
priced between $8.95 and $19.95. Wood and onyx 
boxes are available for $8.95. Indian bags can be 
purchased for $16.95. 
"It's neat to have something like this around 
here," senior Erin Breland said. She said the prices at 
stores in the market seem reasonable. 
"I bought a bracelet for $18," she said. "They 
have some other neat jewelry. It's a good place to 
look for gifts." 
The market also includes two bakeries, a produce 
store, a sports card shop, a hat shop, a bookstore 
devoted to religious themes, a country-style buffet, 
antique stores, country-collectible gift shops and 
many other shopping opportunities. 
Located three miles south on South High Street, 
the Dayton Farmers Market is open Thursdays from 
9 a.m. to 6 pjn., Fridays from 9 ajn. to 8 p.m. and 
Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 5 pjn. 
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No! 
Chariottesvile residents Bambi Chapin, Jean Collins, Toya Harold and Thadd 
McQuade perform "But I Said No," a play about acquaintance rape, to full 
crowds in Wilson Hal Friday at noon and 5 p.m. The play was written by 
Chariottesvile residents Margret Balwin and Doug Grissom. Grissom is the head 
of ptaywrrang department at U Va. 
AIDS 
CONTINUED from page3 
"It's bigger than our government can handle," 
Harris said. "People need to take personal 
responsibility." 
He also stressed that anyone is susceptible to 
AIDS. 
"This is not a gay person's disease," he said, 
adding that 76 percent of those infected right now 
are heterosexuals. 
In reaction to the presentation, freshman John 
Drummond said, "I was shocked about the condoms. 
It's something that is really obvious, but never 
thought about... I'm scared shitless," Drummond 
said. 
Many students were impressed with Harris's 
presentation and his use of statistics to back up his 
statements. 
"It was great. It was awesome," sophomore 
Barbod Nassirian said. "I hadn't seen anything like 
that before." 
Sophomore Maryam Ovissi said, "I thought he 
was really powerful. He backed up all his 
information with facts." 
But Simmons said, "He used too many scare 
tactics. Anyone can find research to back up their 
opinion." 
Freshman Karen Kuchler felt Harris tried to make 
people feel guilty and place blame on them for their 
sexuality. 
"He's labeled [HIV] as a dirty disease and it's not. 












LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
CARRY OUT ONLY! 
EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE 
LIMTED TIME ONLY 
$4 98 Plus Tax 
«•«« nam 702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg 
433-PAPA (433-7272)   (Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 




STUDlNTiAGULJY SPECIALS *oW 
20% OFF TROPHY AND PLAQUE ORDERS 
15% OFF OFFICIALLY LICENSED SHIRTS AND HATS 
10% OFF SCREENPRINTING AND ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 
CD TROPHIES & SCREENPRINTING 
91 E  ELIZABETH ST. • NEXT TO THE POST OFFICE 
434-3477 
GOOD THRU  11-30-92 





$3.50 off haircuts 
$5.00 oft perms or color 
Receive a free tanning visit 
with any of the above services 
also receive a free discount 
card on your next 3 haircuts. 
Offer valid wrth Tract only*. v^ 
Expires 11.2.92 













THE MOST EXCITING FEW HOURS 
YOU'LL SPEND ALL WEEK. 
CONTACT: Mayor John Bayless 
PHONE: 703-568-3633 
Build your self-confidence in this exciting 
Army ROTC elective. Well get you out o( the 
classroom and into adventure. 
Open to all freshmen and sophomores 
without obligation. Class size is limited so 
register today. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOG CAN TAKE. 
A1 A .« [1 , 
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WORLD WATCH Zulus march with banned 
war weapons I Virginia Colleges' Undergraduate Fees 
by the Lot Angeles Times 
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH 
AFRICA — Borrowing a page from 
his African National Congress foes, 
Mangosuthu Gatsha Buthelezi led 
more than 10,000 Zulus armed with 
spears on a defiant march through 
downtown Johannesburg on Oct. 18 to 
protest against the white government. 
Many of the protesters, supporters 
of Buthelezi's Inkatha Freedom Party, 
were clad in animal skins and some 
carried spears and sharpened sticks in 
open defiance of a police ban on the 
weapons. 
Although a large contingent of 
police monitored the march, no 
protesters were arrested for carrying 
the weapons, which Buthelezi 
contends are "cultural weapons." 
However, the authorities said that they 
would consider filing charges against 
march organizers. 
The anti-government march 
resembling many staged by the ANC 
over the past three years, was 
unprecedented for Inkatha, which has 
been a strong ally of President 
Frederik W. de Klerk and has in the 
past received financial assistance from 
the white-minority government. 
Marchers walked peacefully past 
the downtown high-rises of the main 
business district, ending at the John 
Vorster Square police station where 
Buthelezi presented a petition to the 
government The petition accused de 
Klerk of reaching agreements with 
Nelson Mandela's ANC designed to 
sideline the Zulu nation. 
Buthelezi's Inkatha party has been 
angered by an agreement between de 
Klerk and Mandela. 
Under that accord, the ANC, the 
most powerful black opposition 
movement, agreed to return to the 
negotiating table after a three-month 
suspension of talks. In exchange, the 
government promised to ban the 
carrying of dangerous weapons and to 
fence off about two dozen migrant 
workers' hostels identified as central 
to township violence. Most of those 
Johannesbur-area hostels are home to 
Zulu workers from Natal. 
Buthelezi maintains that he and his 
party are the main political leaders of 
the country's 7 million Zulus. But 
only about 2 million Zulus are 
members of Inkatha, and tens of 
thousands of Zulus support the ANC. 
The average fee tor undergraduate students at Virginia colleges and uhwersHJes 
fe $1,043-63. 4MU charges $1,872, which is 78.5 percent more than the average 
lor Virginia schools. 
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Candidates attack crime issues 
by Brian Zarahn 
contributing writer 
One murder occurs every 22 
minutes, one rape every five minutes, 
one robbery every 49 seconds and one 
auto theft every 19 seconds in 
America. There are also over a million 
drug abuse violations each year. 
The presidential candidates' plans 
to fight crime illustrate the different 
strategies they want to implement for 
solving America's problems. 
Both talk tough, diverge on 
alternatives 
President George Bush has taken a 
hard line stance towards crime. 
"Bush is concentrating on the 
enforcement more than the 
symptomatic problems," Dr. Scott 
Hammond, assistant professor of 
political science, said. 
Bush's policies focus on locking up 
criminals, he said. And according to 
the Bureau of Justice Statistics, total 
federal and state prison population 
increased from 710,054 in 1989 to 
771,243 in 1990. 
The president does not plan to 
allocate more federal funding for 
construction of state prisons or 
support alternative sentencing. Dr. 
Robert Roberts, associate professor of 
political science, said. 
Bush's main crime legislation, the 
Crime Control Act, has been stuck in 
Congress for more than a year. 
The Democrats and Republicans 
have not settled their differences over 
permissibility of illegally found 
evidence and gun control. 
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton 
proposes tough law enforcement and 
addresses the source of crime. 
"While focusing on law and order, 
he's emphasized the need to approach 
poverty additionally as a social 
problem," Roberts said. 
Arkansas' crime rate is below the 
national average, according to the 
1990 Uniform Crime Reports, FBI. 
Like Bush, Clinton does not support 
increased federal funds for states to 
build prisons. 
Both candidates support the death 
penalty. 
As governor, Clinton has allowed 
four executions of state prisoners. 
Drug supply and demand get 
different approaches 
Bush's "war on drugs" focuses on 
reducing the supply of illegal drugs. 
He "has been putting his political 
muscle behind cutting off supply and 
not addressing the reasons for 
demand," Hammond said. 
The president supports tough drug 
sentencing, but is not in favor of 
increased funding for drug 
rehabilitation. 
Clinton focuses his efforts on the 
demand rather than the supply of 
drugs in the United States. 
He would spend more money on 
rehabilitation and less on stopping the 
flow of drugs into the country, 
Roberts said. 
Opposites on gun control 
Bush and Clinton have very 
different stands on the gun control 
issue. 
Clinton supports the "Brady bill", 
which sets a waiting period for hand- 
gun purchases and restrictions on 
some assault weapons. 
Meanwhile Bush, a strong National 
Rifle Association supporter, opposes 
the "Brady bill". 
"Bush is no friend of those who 
want more gun control," Hammond 
said. 
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Mj I at 
PIZZ4 
ONE LARGE "WORKS" PIZZA 
CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY 
EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE 
UMTEODEUVERYAREA 
LIMITED TIME ONLY 
$9 95 Plus Tax 
A*>*> DADA 702 E- Market St., Harrisonburg 
433-PAPA (433-7272)   (Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 




TIME: 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.        DATE: October 19th, 20th, 21st 
PtACE: Grafton-Stovall Theater 





Buy Any Pizza And Get A Second 
Pizza At 1/2 Price! 
For Delivery Call: 
433-4800 
For Dine-InlCarryout Visit 
OS 








78 South Cariton St 
434-0676 
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Specialist to lecture on reading: 
Reading specialist Gary Moorman from 
Appalachian State University will present 
"Frameworks for Reading to Learn" Oct. 29 in 
Chandler Hall, Shenandoah Room at 6:30 p.m. 
Moorman is coordinator of the reading program at 
Appalachian and associate editor of Reading 
Research and Instruction. 
The presentation is scheduled to last until 9 p.m., 
and includes a dessert break. 
Reservations for the free presentation are due by 
Oct. 22 and may be made by calling JMU's Reading 
Center at x6284. 
Art critic to present overview of crafts: 
Patricia Malarcher will preview the "Year in 
Craft" and provide a general overview of 
contemporary craft in her Oct. 19 presentation in 
Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is 
free. 
Malarcher will lead a "Group Critique" at the 
Shenandoah Valley and Staunton- Augusta art centers 
located in the Augusta County Office Building in 
Verona, at 9:30 am. Oct. 19 and on Oct. 20 she will 
present "Introduction to Writing Criticism" at the 
center. A final critique will be held at the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Public Library at 9:30 
a.m. Oct. 21. 
IABC meeting features a guest speaker 
from the CIA: 
At the IABC/JMU professional meeting on Oct. 
19 in Anthony-Seeger Hall, rooml2 at 5 p.m., guest 
speaker Michael Turner, director of liaisons for the 
CIA, will present 'Talking Politics in a Political 
World." 
Program offers travel in Europe during 
May session: 
An information session to discuss a travel 
program in which students will visit six European 
countries and receive three hours of academic credit 
will be held at 4 p.m. Oct. 21 in Showker Hall, room 
108. 
This trip is a repeat of last year's "Borderless 
Europe" course. For further details, contact Frank L. 
Waples, tour leader, at x302S or x3232. 
Smithsonian historian to give lecture: 
Herman Viola, a senior historian for the 
Smithsonian National Museum of American History 
will present "Seeds of Change: The Making of an 
Exhibition" Oct. 26 at Grafton Stovall Theatre at 7:30 
p.m. as pan of the Visiting Scholar Lecture Series. 
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Calendar of events 
Monday 19 Tuesday 
Sociology club meeting, Jackson Hall, room 103, 7 
p.m. Anyone interested in attending the trip to 
Howard University's "500 Years of Resistance" 
conference should attend. 
• Visiting Scholar Lecture, Mordechai Feingold 
presents,'The Other Sir Isaac Newton: A Study in 
Power," Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 pjn. 
• College Republican meeting, Jackson Hall, room 
103,8 p.m. 
Wednesday 
• Speak-out for Clinton/Gore on the commons, 11:30 
a.m.-2:30 p.m. 
• Dr. Marina Rosser presents, "External Dimension of] 
Systemic Transformation: The Case of the Former 
Soviet Union," Showker Hall, room 108,4:30 p.m. 
• Equal meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4:30 p.m. 
• Women's Intramural Swim Meet, Godwin Hall, 
Savage Pool, 6 p.m. 
• Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 6 p.m. 
• Association of College Entrepreneurs meeting, 
WCC, Allegheny Room, 7 p.m. 
21 Thursday 
• Men's Intramural Swim Meet, Godwin Hall, 
Savage Pool, 6 p.m. Meet begins an hour after 
sign-up. 
• Madison Outing Club meeting, WCC, Piedmont 
Room, 6:30 p.m. 
• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 101,7 p.m. 
• EARTH meeting, 5-6:30 p.m., Burniss Hall, 
room 39. 
• Executive Lecture Series, Mike Salvina, plant 
manager at Merck Inc. in Elkton, presents, 
"Competitive Strategies at Merck," Showker Hall, 
room 106,6 p.m. 









LOW:   38° 
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HIGH: 55° 
LOW:   40° 
Source: WQPQ/WSVA 
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1»>. of SNOW CRAB LEGS 
French Fries & Slaw 
vpT»-)U plus tax 
Each additional pound 
$3.50 plus tax 
from 5-10 p.m. 




Wfo*-rr mttmic Uv»m if ttarrtsomtiurfi 
171 N. Main St.   Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
— SUCCOTASH      Profttpsivp stuff that funks you up! 
Free hot dog- bar! 
Tuesday—Open Slage w/ John Ireland & Kerry James 
FREE taco & veggie bar 
ij—Jim's Legal Fees- More funk for the buck! 
Crab Fest Night 5-10  $4.50/lb. $3.50 each additional lb. 
Thursday—Yams from Outer Space ft Cadillac Dirt Band 
A special evening for S5 
Friday CD Release Party 
w/ Jim Thacltery & the Driven 
Come see why lie's been called the best 
enritar player to come along since Hendrix! 
Saturday—Private Property- come trespass... 
COMING IN OCTOBER 
'/(till- S.im I'oiiilor   A<ou*»li<   |»ol.tlo -.I ■> It-' 
vsili   Siiioltin I ).»*«- & lli*- I'K IIKI Dopes! 
/'»lli     TlHISl  &   I.IIH i.id  <lis<(.  mi L  
SOlli- l>.»iU Planel 
I OHIO! rOM   •.    1 I'slcrrtll li    I<>«!.1»! 
"Slsl-   I l.lll<>» »-«'ii   I*.»il>    >v/    IK)    |IIIIL   roiL   sli.l 
I Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day | 
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:301 
DUB 
ifcit     t 
• ) 
Get 9 weeks of the most effective LSATpreparation! 
Don't walk into the December LSAT unprepared! 
Whether you've taken it before, or you're taking it 
for the first time, you need to do your best. So start 
preparing now - with Kaplan. 
Course Begins 
Wed. Oct. 28 
1-800-388-EXAM 
On the Campus of JMU 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
-COUPON 
Present this coupon at 
the time of enrollment 
! and get S75 off the 
regular tuition of the 
December LSAT course. 
Good thru October 28 
/IRK/IRVED 
^ COLLE 
OFFICIAL RING COMPANY 
FORCIASS OF 1993 
October 19-21 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Grafton-Stovall 
PAYMENT PLANS AVAILABLE ■ 
) 
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Clinton supporter* raiy before Va. debate. 
lents meet 
in mock debate 
As the Goal battle for the White House grows closer, 
partisan students at JMU are busy loading their guns. 
JMU's chapters of College Republicans and Young 
Democrats will fire shots for their respective candidates 
in a surrogate debate Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the Warren 
Campus Center, Highlands Room. 
The two four-member teams will cover education, 
environment, foreign policy and the economy. 
"We felt it would be educational for the campus, at 
least on a student level, to bring up some of the biggest 
issues in the campaign," Student Government 
Association commuter senator Star Wtlbraham said. 
As the chairwoman of Council of Campus Leaders, 
one of the sponsoring groups, Wilbraham also said 
bringing the issues to a format with purely student 
discussion may raise campus awareness. 
SCA, CCL and the two political groups are 
sponsoring the event, and have invited area high school 
students to attend and participate in a question/answer 
session after the debate. No moderator has been chosen 
yet and no group will participate on behalf of 
Independent candidate Ross PeroL 
— H. E. ONerl A voter campaigns for Bush in Richmond. 
Presidential 'debates' lack issue substance 
During the last week Americans witnessed three 
public and history-making "debates": two debates 
among the presidential candidates and one among 
the vice presidential candidates. 
These debates are significant events in the 
election. The debates brought three major candidates 
together for a debate about die issues. The promise 
of these debates was extraordinary. The actuality of 
the debates is a disappointment. All is not well with 
presidential debates. 
Over the last week. The Breeze commented upon 
the political nature of these debates. I would like to 
depart from political analysis and offer a perspective 
on the debates from that of an intercollegiate debate 
coach and researcher of presidential rhetoric. 
Ultimately, I want to tell you that these are not 
debates, but rather staged mediated political events. 
This is not to say that these "joint appearances" are 
not important. They are, but we should not refer to 
diem as debates or judge them as debates. 
Robert Branham, a debate coach from Bates 
College in Maine, writes that "debate is the process 
by which opinions are advanced, supported, disputed 
and defended." By all accounts, our presidential 
"debates" fail to meet die stipulation that opinions 
are supported. 
Moreover, the debate formats discourage clash 
(dispute) and rarely provide time to defend positions. 
Rather, the debates encourage "sound bites" and 
prepared statements. The most significant flaw of die 
debates is that they fail to provide the public the 
necessary information upon which to evaluate the 
candidates' statements about the issues. 
The two presidential "debates" clearly exemplify 
the view that these joint appearances are not debates. 
President George Bush, Gov. Bill Clinton and Ross 
Perot certainly advanced opinions and attempted to 
dispute the opinions of their colleagues. 
Yet, few statements were supported with evidence 
in the form of statistics, expert testimony, examples 
or plain old-fashioned logic. Candidates recite a list 
of claims, but leave it for us to accept the validity of 
their statements based on our perception of their 
credibility. We believe Bush or Clinton because we 
perceive Bush or Clinton as credible. 
As communication majors realize, our perception 
of people is filtered through our personal beliefs and 
values. Thus, unless we find that a candidate makes a 
major gaffe or contradicts previous statements, we 
will support die candidate whose ideology is closest 
to our own. Typically, this is die candidate who we 
supported before the debate began. The public is 
unable to assess the truth or validity of the 
candidate's statements because the process 
discourages this information from being presented. 
In the end, the "debates" fail to educate undecided 
voters about the differences between the candidates 
and merely serve to rally already committed voters 
behind their candidate. In a true debate, the debaters 
do the debating, not the decision makers. 
The vice-presidential debate clearly demonstrates 
a significant problem with our present system of 
debates. They fail to provide the voters the 
information needed to decide the validity of 
candidates' statements. Several media accounts 
indicate that Vice President Dan Quayle and Sen. Al 
Gore played loosely with the truth. 
Most notably, Quayle's reference to page 304 of 
Gore's book on the environment and Gore's 
recollection of Clinton's effort to create high wage 
jobs in Arkansas. Yet, it was only after the debate 
that these issues could be evaluated and proven 
false. The candidates were unable or unwilling to 
present the proper information for the public to 
decide these matters. Once again voters are left to 
evaluate information based on their personal 
political beliefs. 
Sure, the vice-presidential debate was more 
interesting in that it encouraged spontaneous 
comments. Yet the time pressure still forced the 
candidates to make additional statements without 
offering support or answering their opponents' 
specific charges. 
Nothing is wrong with reaching political 
decisions based upon our personal beliefs, provided 
the debate format allows for a proper discussion of 
the issues. The candidates must be given more time 
to present their information. One or two minutes is 
insufficient for candidates to present support for 
their opinions. The limited time encourages "sound 
bites" and discourages adequate discussion about the 
issues. The public deserves and should demand 
better. 
In one of the most important elections of our 
time, and an election in which most of the campus 
community will be voting for the first lime, the 
political process should encourage true debate 
among the candidates so that voters can make the 
most informed decision. 
Ronald Wastyn is the JMU director of debate and an 
instructor in the human communication department. 
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Upcoming.. 
atJMU 
Special Event Public Lecture on 
"Contemporary Craft," 8 p.m., Oct. 
19, Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, Duke 
Hall. 
Zirkle House Art Auction, Oct. 19 - 
21, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle House. 
"Southwestern Virginia Landscapes: 
Photographs by James Knipe," Oct. 
5 - 30, New Image Gallery, Zirkle 
House. 
National Computer Art Invitational, 
Oct. 9 - 27, Sawhill Gallery, Duke 
Hall. 
music 
Octubafest — 1 p.m. & 8 p.m., Oct. 19; 
8 p.m., Oct. 20; 1 p.m. & 8 
p.m., Oct. 21, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
Auditorium. 
Parade of Champions high school 
band competition, Oct. 24, 
Bridgeforth Stadium. All day event, 
for information call X6656. 
theatre 
"The Country Savant," Oct. 26 - Nov. 1., 
Theatre II. 
misc. 
Visiting Scholar Lecture, Mordechai 
Feingold, 7:30 p.m., Oct. 19, Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre. 
Free Rollerskate Night, 7:30-10 p.m., Oct. 
22, Skatetown USA. 
Picture this... 
National art show graphically exhi 
No more rinsing paint brushes for these 
artists. The tools of their trade are now 
floppy disks, computer screens and 
printers. 
Since 1950, computer graphics have 
blossomed into computer art. Recognizing this 
rapidly expanding field, Sawhill Gallery rented 
the exhibit "National Computer Art Invitational" 
through October 27. 
The exhibition is organized by the Gallery of 
Art and is circulated by the Exhibit Touring 
Service. Both programs are part of the College of 
Fine Arts at Eastern Washington University. 
Stuart Downs, director of Sawhill Gallery and 
JMU art instructor, said the exhibit displays a 
variety of computer techniques. 
"You're going to find many different types of 
approaches," he said. 
Artists from all over the nation, including JMU 
assistant art professor Sang Yoon, submitted 
works for the exhibit. The 30 pieces in the 
showing were selected from more than 5,000 
entries. 
Similar to the traditional artist, the computer 
artist works with a wide array of materials and 
techniques. The computer systems represented in 
this exhibit include Amiga, Macintosh and MS- 
DOS, along with special purpose or "dedicated 
graphic work stations." 
The artists employ technologies such as 
Cibachrome prints, which are 35mm photographs of 
the computer screen, "hard copy" and direct 
printouts from an impact or ink jet printer. 
Other techniques include manipulating 
computer-generated images and using collage 
techniques with the combination of traditional 
media and materials. 
Downs said there is a mixture of surreal, 
illustrative, and graphic-oriented art. 
"These are different stylistic applications that the 
artist is able to achieve," he said. 
Two of Downs' particular favorites are 
"unfilled," and "T30." Both are mixed-media 
pieces. 
"They reach a highly sophisticated level of 
aesthetics," he said. 
"Untitled" by James Lenavitt used a computer- 
generated program to create an image of a woman 
on top of other bodies. A piece that resembles film 
negatives is superimposed over the two fuzzy 
images. 
"T30"byMariusJoI 
vellum paper. It's a i 
newsprint and thick ovc 
Downs said Anne S 
stands out because 
distinguishes it from 
exhibit. 
"It shows the naivete 
This ink jet print c 
turquoise, pink and 
organic forms floatii 
canvas. The quality c 
characteristic of a child 
One of the exhibit': 
Yoon's computer print 
looks like an exploding 
series "Old Glory Revis 
Yoon said she "wan 
employ the compute 
historical events out of 
has been torn, unified 
during the past decade < 
She also said she 
.discourse." 
Two works distinctl; 
"Third Eye" and "Mirai 
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libits talent, technology 
i Johnston is a computer print on 
s a composition that contains 
[ overlays of earth tone colors, 
le Scidman's "Balanced Fields" 
use its "childlike quality" 
rom the other artwork in the 
vete of children," he said. 
nt contains a color scheme of 
ind yellow shown in various 
lating around the stark white 
ty of spontaneity is definitely 
hild. 
bit's most interesting pieces is 
rint "Aids." Yoon's work, which 
ding American flag, is part of the 
tevisited." 
wanted to express an attempt to 
puter graphics to portray the 
it of which the American culture 
ified, mystified or transformed 
ide of the 20th century." 
she wanted to "show social 
nctly demonstrate surrealism — 
4irage." 
An eye-catching piece, the "Third Eye" by Ilene 
Astrahan uses an ink jet print. Viewers are drawn 
into the three dimensions of the human eye that are 
represented in this striking piece. 
"Mirage," by Karin Schminke, is a Cibachromc 
print representation of mountains and sand. Several 
earth-like balls float in the foreground of this 
image. 
Other standouts include "Mysterious Woman" 
and "Coral Reef." Dorothy Simpson Freeman's 
"Mysterious Woman" achieves it's appeal by using 
a collaged photograph consisting of 40 varying 
images of a mysterious woman that are organized in 
8-by-5 rows divided by a black border. The artwork 
leaves the viewer with a curious feeling of who that 
mysterious woman is. 
"Coral Reef," by Apryl Knobbc, is a cibachromc 
print. This print uses the colors blue, lavender, 
yellow and peach to achieve a representation of a 
coral reef. The pleasing design of this print in 
addition to the cheerful colors lends itself to 
recognition. 
Downs said this exhibit should be very popular 
because it has so many different styles. 
"It would be hard to come in here and not find 
something you like," he said. ^^^ 
Lee Frost is a senior communication major. 
(Top right) "Landscape off Jinxed Hecate," created by Michael Holcomb of Eugene, 
Oregon, it a computer ink-jet print. (Bottom right) Wendy Bodin off Seattle, 
Washington, has this metallina Cibachrome print in the computer art exhibit now on 
display in Sawhill Gallery. 
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Homosexuality is not a crime 
Forget life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. Forget all the rhetoric about 
freedom of expression. The Constitution 
may grant certain rights to all citizens of the 
United States, but some states are considering 
disregarding the rights of some individuals 
altogether. 
According to an article in Oct. 14 USA Today, a 
Nov. 3 ballot measure in Oregon would amend the 
state constitution, removing civil rights protection 
from gays and lesbians and labeling homosexuality 
"abnormal, wrong, unnatural and perverse." 
Oregon's Measure 9 would mean homosexuals 
could face job discrimination and even eviction from 
their residences based on their sexual practices. 
In other words, if this measure passes, 
homosexuality could become a crime in Oregon. 
And if Oregon sets such a precedent, gay-bashing 
could eventually become a legally accepted practice 
in all SO states. 
The Oregon Citizens Alliance is the organization 
behind this measure. This group has already led 
Springfield, Ore. to include "anti-gay" language in 
its charter. The result has been an increase in 
vandalism and violence against the gay community. 
If Measure 9 goes though, Oregon can only expect 
these hate crimes to increase. 
And Oregon isn't the only place in America where 
homosexuals must fear backlash and homophobia 
endorsed by legislature. Portland, Maine and Tampa, 
Fla. have anti-gay measure on next month's ballot as 
well. 
If individual states are permitted to legislate 
morality, why have a Constitution at all? Why 
should states have the right to look into the 
bedrooms of private citizens and make moral 
judgments? 
Measure 9 developed out of ignorance and fear. 
Members of the Oregon Citizens Alliance, and others 
like them, haven't realized that what individuals do 
in the privacy of their bedrooms is their business. If 
anyone tried to tell these "citizens" how and when to 
have heterosexual intercourse, they would be 
outraged — arguing that their constitutional rights 
have been violated. What makes heterosexual rights 
more sacred than homosexual rights? 
Some of these groups go as far as to say that no 
one has the right to be gay. They claim 
homosexuality is an immoral lifestyle. They say 
being gay is wrong, harmful and leads to criminal 
sexual behavior. 
But homosexuality doesn't make someone 
mentally deranged or more likely to molest children. 
It's simply one of thousands of differences between 
individuals, like differences in hair color, weight and 
shoe size. 
Discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation 
should be the crime, not homosexuality. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the 
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the individual staff members. 
ChbtyMwtfml...edtor " ...managingecftor   QradJerdbig...opinionedtor 
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no 
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis. 
They must be delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p,m. Friday. 
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinions tn this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of 
the newspaper, this,sr^, wJan^Mad^kmUhiversirV. 
Dart... 
A searing dart to the UPB for only having one 
ticket window open during the three-hour line 
for James Taylor tickets. And an even deadlier 
dart to those people who cut into the three-hour 
line. JMU is famous for lines, but this was 
ridiculous. 
Pat ••• 
A pat for The Breeze editorial staff for their 
courageous stand in opposition to the upcoming 
bond issue. New buildings will not improve the 
quality of education at JMU when there are so 
many problems not being addressed in existing 
facilities and programs. 
Sent in by a frustrated department head. 
Dart... 
To the fraternities for deciding not to make it 
mandatory for their members to attend the "But 
I said NO" date rape program in Wilson Hall on 
Friday. The auditorium was packed, but it was 
full of women from the sororities who were 
required to attend. Women are only half of the 
equation. 
Pat... 
To the JMU department of public safety for 
helping a "gimping" student with transportation 
to and from the health center — (when there 
was no available parking.) You showed you are 
truly concerned with student welfare. I 
apologize for any snide remarks I've made 
concerning all my parking tickets. 
Sent in by "a gimp on crutches." 
Dart... 
To the inconsiderate students who come 
through the parking lot behind Logan, Gifford, 
Converse and Ashby on weekend nights talking 
loudly, shouting, honking car horns and playing 
their stereos. Sound bounces off the walls 
around the lot and we can't sleep, study or hear 
ourselves think! Please be a little more 
thoughtful and contain your noise until past 
these dorms. 
Sent in by two annoyed Logan residents. 
Pat... 
To the people at the reference desk in Carrier 
Library for helping lost geography majors find 
obscure government documents. 
Sent in anonymously. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Breeze editorial mistakes 
impact of bond approval 
TotheedHor: 
Your editorial "Bond won't bring progress" (Oct. 15) 
is, I fear, the result of not understanding the budgeting 
process of the state of Virginia and an extraordinarily 
narrow view of the impact of this issue on the entire state. 
First of all, operating funds which are used to support 
curriculum, faculty and staff salaries, library books, etc. are 
of great interest to the administration. Regrettably the 
resources available to the state in the past several years 
have not been sufficient enough to meet JMU's or many 
other state agencies' needs. 
Secondly, are you serious in your suggestion that 
because CIS AT is controversial, the citizens of Virginia 
should vote down $452 million for needed classrooms, 
laboratories, libraries and repair of campus infrastructures 
for colleges and universities all over the state? 
Finally, if the bond issue fails the work at "recouping 
losses," about which you erroneously seem to think nothing 
is being done, will be nearly impossible. The capital needs 
will not go away from higher education, mental health, 
parks and natural resources. They will need to be obtained 
through the operating budgets generated from state 
revenues. They will be in direct competition with faculty 
and staff positions, salaries, library books, curriculum 
expansion and changes, etc. Also, rest assured there will be 
some 40,000 additional students in the state who will 
discover it is very difficult to find a public college or 
university to attend in Virginia. 
The truth of the matter is that without passage of the 
bonds, there will be very little progress made. I urge all of 
you to vote yes for all three bond issues. 
Dennis E. Robison 
university Mxnitn 
chairman, JMU Virginians 
Legislative action committee 
addresses key student issues 
Tome editor: 
As the school year moves along, the Student 
Government Association is being kept busy with a flurry of 
responsibilities and issues. I'd like to share a little bit with 
you about the activities of one part of the SG A, the 
Legislative Action Committee. 
One important duty of the committee is increasing 
student awareness of issues which effect the JMU 
population. In order to do this, the committee organizes 
various forums where students are able to learn about and 
discuss issues of importance to them. 
One of these forums will be ■ debate on the upcoming 
elections. Being held Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the Highlands 
Room, the debate is open to all students. 
The next activity, a rally/speak-out for the bond 
referendum, which includes funding for our school, is 
tentatively planned for Oct. 28. Because this issue directly 
effects every student at this school, involvement here is an 
excellent way to make a difference for JMU. Another vital 
function of the Legislative Action Committee is to represent 
student's needs and concerns through lobbying efforts 
aimed at local, state and national legislators. Some major 
issues the committee will be involved in are proposed 
tuition increases, minority programs/scholarships and the 
bond referendum mentioned above. 
We invite and encourage participation in all of our 
events and welcome students to help us in our efforts to 
bring attention to and put into action issues which effect us 
all. Our weekly meetings are on Monday evenings at 6 p.m. 
in room C of the library basement We again welcome you 




legislative action committee chairman 
Death penalty is simply act of 
Vengeance, not justice' 
To th« editor: 
We are writing in response to John Gira's letter to the 
Oct. 15 issue of The Breeze, concerning the morality of 
capital punishment Mr. Gira states: "maliciously take the 
life of another and you automatically forfeit the right to 
your own life." 
Certainly, no one has the right to take someone else's 
life. This includes the U.S. government Because someone 
has ended another person's life, are we then to stoop to his 
or her mentality and do exactly the same thing, and call it 
justice? In doing so, don't we betray the morality we wish 
to embrace? 
We have tremendous concern and sympathy for friends 
and family members of murder victims. If someone were to 
murder one of our friends or one of our family members our 
first reaction would surely be to desire vengeance and 
justice. But vengeance is not justice. Taking the life of a 
killer merely results in two deaths, and in no way replaces 
the life of the victim. 
When people brutally takes the life of another, they 
should lose all freedom and liberty, and should certainly be 
imprisoned so as not to be a further threat to society. This 
is an effective way to punish a killer, as well as prevent 
further threat, while the death penalty is simply an 
irrational, unnecessary and unproductive act of brutal 
vengeance. 
Danette Tafft Melissa Btanchard 
mathematics philosophy/English 
junior senior 
News on television focuses on 
'superficial topics/ not issues 
To the editor: 
The news on television is filled with too many 
superficial topics and not enough serious ones. I can say 
this because the other night at 11 p.m. one of the fust 
stories I heard was about how desperately the Washington 
Redskins need to build a new stadium because the waiting 
list for season tickets is too long. The following stories 
were about the immature mudslinging that is going on 
between these pathetic presidential candidates. 
The thing that really bothered me about all of this is 
that I didn't once, during that half-hour, hear anything 
about any important topics such as AIDS, homelessness, 
the environment or the economy. 
I feel the people of this nation have to constantly be 
reminded and educated of the pressing issues that plague 
our society. I think that the Washington Redskins could 
maybe wait a few years to get a new home and that 
politicians should stop acting like little children and get 
down to talking about real political issues. 
The only way most Americans can get educated on 
what is going on m the world is through the news on 
television and in the newspapers. This I think is all the 
more reason for telling us something that matters and not 
feeding us lies and half-truths about the condition of the 
environment we live in. I would like to think that we are a 




Bond approval will provide vital resources 
Enough is enough. In last Thursday's editorial 
The Breeze depicted our university's 
administration as being inconsiderate of the 
quality of education at JMU. You cited the 
administrations' support of the General Obligation 
Bond Issue for Higher Education as proof that our 
administration is only interested in building 
projects for JMU's sake alone. 
If you've checked the polls recently you will 
find that there is overwhelming support throughout 
the state for the bond issue because Virginians 
realize the critical need for new space and capital 
projects at all of our universities, colleges and 
community colleges.Virginians know that the 
demand for higher education has increased well 
beyond what the state can provide. 
Within the next 10 years over 65,000 
additional Virginians will apply for higher 
education in the state, yet even now some of the 
brightest minds in the state are told that there's no 
room in the inn. 
Virginians know that by voting "yes" to the 
bonds means that approximately 3,600 jobs in 
construction will be created, and that their taxes 
will not be raised. A positive economic effect will 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
— Daniel Ciatti 
immediately take place in our state, so to say that 
voters will not experience immediate benefits by 
supporting the bond is ridiculous. 
You said that JMU needs to reevaluate its 
commitment to curriculum and resources. Passage of 
the bond will allow an addition to Carrier Library so 
that resources can be kept out of storage. The 
addition will also provide more areas where students 
can escape the noise of a crowded library to study in 
a quiet learning environment. 
A renovation of Harrison Hall is in order so that 
classroom space may be better utilized. And if you 
don't think that there is a need for advancements in 
the sciences and technology at the university level, I 
direct you to the real world where we are fighting 
against AIDS and a declining natural environment. 
How's that for commitment? 
The addition of space is right here, right now. I 
know, because students have personally told me, 
that students like JMU the way it is. So do 1.1 like 
the record of academic achievement that we have. 
I like the fact that employers respect JMU 
students, and that our alumni and student leaders 
vigorously work in support of our university, and 
that ours is one of the most spirited campuses in 
the nation. 
JMU is and has always been is geared toward 
the future. There was a day that JMU scratched its 
brain and considered every student enrolled in our 
university today. I am thankful that JMU had the 
wisdom years ago to create the space, programs, 
and activities for our student's today. 
JMU is a good place to be folks. There is 
limited room at the Higher Education Inn right 
now, but Virginians at large, students, faculty, staff 
and administration are united in support of the 
bond because they know we must make room for 
the future. 
And support of the bond is the way to achieve 
such progress. 
Daniel Ciatti is a senior history major and the 
student member of the Board of Visitors. 
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15 miles Wast of 
ICharlottMvllla Off 1-64 
Mora Info: (804) 977-1870 




LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY 
EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE 
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA 
UWTED TIME ONLY 
$6 96 Plus Tax 
A11-DADA „mm ,<.,«.
702 E- Market St., Harrisonburg 
4JJ-HAHA (433-72721   (Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
Help OSCAR Raise $2,350 
to purchase an Infant 
Medication Pump for 
Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital 
Join the Harrisonburg Jiffy Lube and Q101 at the 
Lube Olympics on Saturday, October 24, 1992 from 
8 am to 5 pm. Enter to win a Grand Prize trip 
the Poconos and join Jiffy Lube and 
Q101 for a day of fun! ^^^xnC9^i) 
The Harrisonburs Jiffy Lube and Q101 will hold the Lube Olympics at Jiffy Lube on Saturday 
October 24, featuringi team and individual competitions. Enter your team of four to win valuable 
Jiffy Lube services and great prizes. Team entry fee is $25 per team ... call Q101 at 434-0331 or 
the hospital at 433-7278 to enter. Teams will compete in a football toss, water pistol target 
shoot oil bottle stackins and a miniature radio remote control truck obstacle course race 
Individuals can join the fun and compete to beat OSCAR'S time in the obstacle course race for 
* ^opJime Wl" w,n the r€:mote control truck, a car wash-a-week for one year and a free 
automatic transmission service. 
Join Q101 DJ's for a live radio remote from 12 noon to 3 pm. Get a Pepsi and hot dos for $1 25 
22 ^wTT C3r S"Sh€d f? !2iA" proceeds from **team and indjvjdual competition entry 
fees, food sales and car wash help OSCAR raise the $2,350 for Rockinsham Memorial. 
Get your car ready for winter weather. Jiffy Lube's famous 14-point service is now just $20 99* a 
$4 Savings. And, we II donate $1 for each service performed on Saturday, October 24. cm'^J^ 
^Siniifly ii*T £!%** Set a 3reat deal °" *«*■*** Favorite Oil Change. Join OSCAR 
EH£1£   ^ iUbet 2^? 
0n ****»> 0ctober 24 and Wp make a difference at Rockingham Memorial Hospital. 
HarrboBburs &h L"b« - Corky Dotson, Manager 
1870 East Market Street across from the Valley Mall 
Open Weekdays 8 am-6 pm (Thur. 8 am-7 pm), Sat. 8 am-5 pm 
Q> We're Oolng Our Part For the Environment America's Favorite Oil Change. 
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JMU bows to Georgia Southern 24-17 
Saturday's loss all but eliminates the Dukes from chance at post-season contention 
by Ian Record 
senior writer 
CRAM NEWMAN/THE BREEZE 
Freshman Rhad Mies replaced the injured Kenny Sims and had 48 yards on nine carries. 
Dukes down ECU 3-0, 
improve record to 11-2 
STATESBORO, GA — The battered and bruised 
JMU Dukes had their Division I-AA playoff hopes 
die Saturday as they fell to the fleet-footed Georgia 
Southern Eagles, 24-17. 
Hustle wasn't good enough for JMU as it fell to 3- 
4, all but eliminating it from postseason contention. 
JMU's patchwork offense was unable to get anything 
going, scoring a cosmetic touchdown with no time 
remaining to make the score appear close. 
"Gutsy isn't good enough," said JMU head coach 
Rip Scherer. "The objective was to win the football 
game and we didn't do that. The playoff situation is 
a dead issue." 
The Dukes unsuccessfully tried a host of unproven 
running backs to ignite the offense without star 
senior tailback Kenny Sims, who was unable to play 
because of a bone bruise in his left leg. 
"We got behind early and we weren't able to pull 
it out," senior quarterback Eriq Williams said. "It's 
really frustrating. Everybody knows Kenny is a big 
part of the offense." 
Junior wide receiver David McLeod agreed. 
"It was very different without Kenny in the game. 
The other backs played well but Kenny just can 
make things happen," McLeod said, who caught nine 
passes for 90 yards. 
Freshman Shaun Marshall replaced Sims but only 
gained 23 yards on eight carries. Another freshman, 
FOOTBALL nave  1R 
by Kevin Finch" 
contributing writer 
The lOth-ranked JMU men's soccer 
team had little trouble disposing of 
Colonial Athletic Association 
opponent East Carolina 3-0 Saturday 
at X-lot field. 
The win is the Dukes' sixth in 
seven games and improves their 
record to 11-2-0,4-1-0 in the CAA. 
ECU, winless in the CAA this 
season and 2-8 overall, came out with 
an early offensive surge, but it was 
short-lived. 
"We came out lackadaisically," 
JMU senior midfielder Brian Albnxht 
said. "After the first 10 minutes we 
picked it up and the game was ours." 
On defense ECU was content with 
packing it in and allowing the Dukes 
to cross midfield with little 
opposition. The tactic worked early, 
but soon the JMU offense found ways 
to penetrate it. 
Senior forward Ivan Sampson 
struck first at the 19:47 marie of the 
first half. He took a pass from JMU's 
assist leader Bob Johnston and 
dribbled through the Pirates' defense 
to give the Dukes a 1-0 lead. 
Albrecht, senior defender Kevin 
Bom and freshman midfielder Nathan 
Fairchild controlled the Pirates' 
offensive attack for much of the half. 
Coach Tom Martin admitted that 
Wednesday's emotional 1-0 victory 
over Old Dominion played a role in 
the Dukes poor start 
"We started expectedly slow," he 
said. "You try to avoid it, but it's very 
difficult." 
The Dukes' intensity level 
increased as the first half progressed. 
Junior forward Alberto Apodaca came 
off the bench to give JMU a needed 
boost 
"Alberto lifted us when he came in 
the game," Martin said. "He picked up 
the pressure. When we moved the ball 
SOCCER page 18     Freshman mkmekfer 
CINDY DICK/THE BREEZE 
Kaarlo Kankkunen scored JMU's third goal. 
■■UUlMAw> JfJ**.SAji* J . 
• n.">.  JwauuJ&jiJ j£tL3ui3L££U 
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Football  
CONTINUED from page 17 
Rhad Miles, replaced Marshall midway through the 
game and gained 48 yards on nine rushes. 
Scherer said Sims' absence was no excuse for the 
loss. 
"We didn't limit our offense because Sims was 
out. You can't blame it one guy not being there." 
Sims is expected to be available to play next 
weekend at Towson State. 
The Eagles jumped out to an early 14-0 first- 
quarter lead as Georgia Southern sophomore 
quarterback Charles Bostick scored the first two 
touchdowns. JMU finally got on the board with a 
Trey Weis field goal in the second quarter, only to be 
answered by a Georgia Southern field goal that gave 
the Eagles a 17-3 halfume lead. 
JMU failed to close the score in the third quarter 
when a fake field goal by the Dukes fooled no one. 
Holder and backup quarterback John Gay lord had no 
chance to get the ball back to Weis and was sacked 
for an 11-yard loss. 
The Eagles junior fullback Jamie Williams joined 
Bostick with 100-yard rushing efforts as Georgia 
Southern's option offense had JMU off-balance all 
afternoon, racking up 404 yards on 73 carries. 
Bostick finished with 143 yards on 32 carries and 
three touchdowns while Williams totaled 113 yards 
on 23 rushes. 
But the Dukes' defense played admirably, holding 
the Eagles to just 10 points after the first period. A 
lackluster offensive performance kept the defense on 
the field for a whopping 36 minutes — enough time 
for the Eagles to tally their final score on a 10-yard 
jaunt by Bostick with six minutes remaining in the 
contest 
Junior linebacker Dion Foxx and sophomore 
strong safety Billy Johnson led a resurgent defense 
that, despite two losses, has gained both momentum 
and confidence in the last three games. But it has 
come at a time when the offense has fallen short. 
"Our defense gave us some opportunities and we 
squandered them," Scherer said. "We didn't do 
anything offensively in the first half 
Foxx led the defense with 13 solo tackles and 
Johnson chipped in with 11 tackles. 
Pinned on their own 3-yard line, JMU marched 97 
yards to close the score to 17-10 on Williams' 3-yard 
run. But the Eagles quickly answered on Bostick's 
final touchdown run, putting the game out of reach. 
With no shot at the playoffs, the Dukes said they 
are now playing for the seniors — and pride. 
"We realize the playoffs are out the window," 
Williams said, who had poor numbers before 
engineering the team's final score. "We are now 
concentrating on a 7-4 record and going out with a 
good season — not great, but good." 
Senior Chris Sullivan said, "We have to salvage 
the season. I am a senior and I want to go out a 
winner." 
JMU next travels to Towson State to play the 
Tigers on Saturday in what should be its easiest 
contest of the season. The program has little 
financial support and has no scholarships to give to 
football players. 
"We have to be realistic of the situation at hand — 
we are playing for pride and our seniors," Scherer 
said. "We are going to go out a 7-4 football learn — 
that is our objective." 
Soccer  
CONTINUED from page 17 
quickly we did some very good things." 
The JMU lead was increased to two at the 39:05 
mark of the first half on a goal by sophomore 
midfielder David Villarreal. Villarreal took the pass 
from senior midfielder Duncan Satchell and shot the 
ball past a diving ECU goalie Bryan DeWeese to 
give the Dukes a 2-0 advantage. 
The second half was all JMU. Just 4:46 into the 
second half, freshman midfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen 
blasted the ball into the top corner of the net past a 
defenseless DeWeese to extend the Dukes lead to 
three goals. 
The Dukes' offense, which outshot the Pirates 25- 
6, launched a relentless assault on the ECU defense. 
The attack was led by Kankkunen, sophomore 
forward Brent Bennett and senior forward Jeff Todd. 
Only a series of remarkable saves by DeWeese 
prevented the JMU offense with at least three other 
goals. 
Meanwhile, the JMU defense and senior goalie 
Joe O'CarrolI recorded their ninth shutout of the 
season. The first ECU shot on goal of the second 
half came with just 17:00 left in the game. 
"We noticed we weren't playing as well as we 
could," Villarreal said of the team's first half 
performance. "We knew that if we could score 
another goal [in the second half], we could put them 
away." 
The Dukes take to the road for the next two games 
as they play at Richmond on Wednesday and then at 
William & Mary on Saturday before returning home 




so I can buy R3|3 a computer from Digital 
to help me with my schoolwork. My physics instructor fflf   suggested I look into 
getting one . He says it's a real value for the money. I can use it 
as a word processor for English literature |?£—^\, as a CAD/CAM platform for 
engineering class ■Ml   *
fea| or as a spreadsheet for economics (g,^. It's sure to 
. 
crank up my GPA in no time  (ji 5J. Say hi to Grandpa ]%$Wm\- Hugs and kisses. 
Toodles. Oh by the way, all the smart kids on campus already have one. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT THE JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE. I 
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A day in the life (and van) of JMU volleyball 
byRobKaker 
statfwriter 
The JMU women's volleyball team, 10-11, started 
their Colonial Athletic Association season with two 
matches at American University on Saturday. 
Although this was its first CAA road trip, it was the 
eighth time the team traveled to a match this year. 
During matches the Dukes have a very serious 
demeanor, but on the road they are the antithesis of 
their on-court selves. 
7:51 a.m., Saturday — Using her finger, junior 
women's volleyball player Amber Jaunrubenis 
scrawls a two-line message to passing motorists on 
one of the university van's fogged windows: 
"Help Me 
Susan Farted." 
Including Amber and freshman Susan Martin, 
who claimed she hadn't farted, there are 13 people in 
the van — eight players, two coaches, one graduate 
student, one player's younger sister and one reporter. 
Juniors Amber Juanruberm, Zoe 
matches Saturday in American's 
ROB KAISER/THE BREEZE 
, freshman Marcey Dodd eat pizza between 
Arena white trainer Elizabeth Guerney looks on. 
Bagels and boxed fruit drinks, compliments of 
head coach Mary Harrington, are being distributed. 
Two freshmen, Debbi Prince and Marcey Dodd, 
spread cream cheese on top of whole bagels, not 
willing to put forth the effort of cutting them in half. 
Harrington, who is in the driver's seat, gets into a 
debate with assistant coach Sean Barnak about 
Social Security. Players whisper comments about the 
coach's driving history, including the time she went 
the wrong way down a one-way street. 
10:50 a.m. — The team is in Bender Arena at 
American working on a serve-receive drill before its 
fust match which begins at noon. Three players trade 
off taking serves. Four others receive the serves, 
bumping the ball to Amber who is standing near the 
net yelling 'Target! Target!" after each serve. 
On another volleyball court, at the opposite end of 
the arena, William & Mary and George Mason are 
playing. The middle of the arena is filled with rows 
of seats that face the stage where Dennis Miller will 
be performing tonight. 
11:25 a.m. — Players are paired up during warm- 
ups when Amber suddenly leaves her partner, Susan, 
and runs to the locker room. Sean fills in for her. 
Later Amber explained what happened: "The 
elastic broke on my bra. It just snapped. Every time I 
jumped the bra practically shot out of my shirt. It 
wasn't very useful.'' 
1:37 p.m. — After a quick, unanimous vote on 
where to have lunch, the women put on their sweats 
and go to a place called Armand's Chicago Pizzeria. 
On a wall inside, there is a framed picture of Lefty 
Driesell eating at one of the pizzeria's tables. 
VAN page 20 
1****1 
No Coupon Needed 
Two Large One 
+ tax      Topping Pizzas.... 
Limited Time — Limited Delivery Area [ 
fe FOUR STAR PIZZA Every Tuesday 
5 pm - 8pm 433-3776 
I 
ANDTMC PR ICE IS TM6 TIMS.' 
Order any size pizza 
with as many as 
four toppings between I 
5 p.m. and 8 p.m. and 
the price you pay is 
the time you called. 
50        any two big 12 
+ tax     inch su^s and 
two 16oz drinks 
one coupon per order limited delivery area 
gjj Lunch!! .ft "J™ ! ™FOUR STAR PIZZA       433-3776 j 
PIZZA   small io" Pepperoni S3 ■     ^ QQ anv large one 
Medium 12" Pepperoni $4 i       >)    /     77 .& , 
(Extra Items 50c      Either size) f~\    + t<lv       item pizza and 
Free Delivery With 2 Or More . I    I * four 1 6oz drink*    = 
: 433-3776 ,1 .k I1 
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Van 
CONTINUED from page 19 
As they inhale slices of pizza, they 
look back at their easy victory over 
American, 15-11,19-17,15-5. 
3:15 pjn. —There is a break after the 
first game against George Mason 
which the Dukes just lost 15-3. 
Harrington is telling the team to make 
several adjustments, the most 
important of which is to stop Patriots 
hitter Andrea Smith who has had 
several cross-court kills. 
4:12 p.m. — Sitting on the arena floor 
beside the court where they just 
played, the team has a meeting. All 
members shares their thoughts. The 
general consensus is that they played 
well even though they dropped the last 
two games against the Patriots 15-7. 
A few players marveled over a 
GMU player's "missile serve." Susan 
says "I am in pain" looking at a 
fingernail she bent back in a collision 
with senior Wendi Miller. 
After the meeting, the whole team 
stands in a circle and holds hands for a 
team prayer. 
4:59 p.m. —Junior Zoe Anastas is 
stretched out with an ice pack on each 
knee. "Hey, can you teach us survival 
skills this week?" Wendi shouts to 
Harrington from the back of the van. 
She inquires because of a 6-foot-4, 
200-pound Russian woman who plays 
for George Washington, the team 
IMl I faces nn Tiiesdav. 
The van is headed to sophomore 
Christine Amick's house in Rockville, 
Md. Players call out the names of 
stores. Limited, The Gap, and Banana 
Republic, as the van drives past them. 
When Zoe reads off "The 
Cheesecake Factory," there is a 
collective "Ohhhhh." 
6:03 p.m. — The Alabama-Tennesse 
football game is on in Christine's 
living room. Every time a picture of a 
"cute" player pops up on the screen, 
Amber waves and says "Hi!" 
Christine's father brings refills of 
vegetables and dip, tortilla chips and 
salsa. The team tears through a dinner 
of spaghetti casserole, bread and 
salad, and almost tramples Harrington 
when she announces they are serving 
desert from The Cheesecake Factory. 
9:16 p.m. — Zoe organizes an effort 
to get Harrington to stop at a place 
where there is a bathroom. She 
concedes, pulling into an Exxon. The 
players file out of the van and into the 
women's and men's bathrooms. 
Back on the road, the conversation 
quickly turns to farting. Amber runs 
through the types of farts — one 
window, two window and evacuate 
the van. 
10:04 p.m. — As the van pulls back 
onto campus, Amber accuses Susan of 
farting. She denies it. When the van 
reaches the steps at Godwin 
evervbodv evacuates. 
JHU 






Class of 1994 . . . Order on these special dates and 
take full advantage of extra low, class contract prices! 
DATES:   OCT. 19TH - 21ST 
TIME:     10 A.M.-2 P.M. 






9rf« assanutten Ski Assort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends, 
Anytime! 
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, 
Food Service, Cashiers, and Morel 
* Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE Skiing & Rentals! 
For More Information, Call 289-9441 
Simmons Cut and Tan 
Martin Center 
Bridgewater, VA 22812 
828-2338 l*v>« 
381 N. Mason St. 







Customer Appreciation Month! 
MAIL BOXES ETC 
SPOTSWOOD VALLEY SQUARE ACROSS FROM KROGERS 
1790-10 E. MARKET STREET - HARRISONBURG, VA 22801 
HOURS: MON. - FRI. 8:00 - 6:00; SAT. 9:00 - 5:00 
TELE: 703-433-6245 - FAX: 703-433-3643 
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SPORTSHIGHUGHTS 
Basketball tickets go 
on sale 
With the start of the basketball season just a 
few weeks away, the JMU ticket office 
announced tickets for home and away games are 
now available. 
The men's schedule features home dates 
against Oregon State, Auburn and George 
Washington, as well as Colonial Athletic 
Association rivals Richmond and Old 
Dominion. Key road games include Rutgers, 
LaSalle and Perm State. 
The women's team will host rivals Virginia 
Commonwealth and Richmond, and will go on 
the road for a match-up against Virginia Tech. 
The men's CAA Championship Tournament 
will be held in Richmond on March 6-8. The 
women's tournament is slated for March 11-13. 
For further information on game dates and 
ticket prices, contact the JMU ticket office. 
Fans can preview the 1992-93 Dukes at 
Midnight Madness, on Oct. 31 at the 
Convocation Center. Admission is free. 
Women's soccer shuts out 
Creighton 1-0 
JMU sophomore Kerri O'Connell scored the 
game's only goal as the JMU women's soccer 
team defeated Creighton 1-0 Saturday. 
The team's record now stands at 10-3-1, and 
it will most likely need to win the five 
remaining games on its schedule to receive a bid 
in the postseason NCAA tournament. 
Sophomore goalie Jen Donaldson recorded 
the shutout for the Dukes, who play at American 
on Wednesday. 
JMU returns home on Saturday for a game 
against Rutgers at 1 p.m. 
Women's golf wins ECACs 
Calay Jaynes took second overall with a 
three-round total of 237 to lead the JMU 
women's golf team to the 1992 Eastern College 
Athletic Conference Championships this past 
weekend. 
JMU finished with a team total of 1,002, 
which tied Dartmouth for the team title. JMU 
was awarded the championship in a match of 
scorecards. 
Cross country teams 
sweep in Lynchburg 
The JMU men's and women's cross country 
teams both came away with championships this 
weekend at the Liberty Invitational in 
Lynchburg. 
Juli Speights set a new course record in the 
5,000-meter race with a time of 18:09.00 to lead 
the women's team. Teammate Amy Taylor took 
second in the race with a time of 18:35.05. 
The men's team placed five runners in the 
top 10 to edge second-place Old Dominion. 
Matt Holthaus led the way for the Dukes, 
finishing third overall with a time of 25:43.8. 
JMU's Tom Jeffery took fourth in 24:54.3. 





Georgia Southern 24, JMU 17 
Scoring summary: 
JMU        0    3   0   14  —   17 
GSU        14  3   0     7  —  24 
First Quarter 
GSU — Bostick 20 run (Haley 
kick), 1019 




GSU —FG Haley 36, :24 
Fourth Quarter 
JMU — Williams 3 run (Weis 
kick), 9:14 
GSU — Bostick 10 run (Haley 
kick), 6:19 
JMU — McLeod 5 pass from 
Williams (Weis kick), :00 
9-90, Agee 3-26, Caggiano 2-23. 





William & Mary 1, JMU 0 
W&M 0     1   —   1 
JMU 0    0  —  0 
Goals: W&M, Cristina Limpens 
46:47. 
Shots on goal: JMU 15, W&M 5 
Saves: JMU, Sarah Witkowski 3. 
W&M, Robin Thranhardt 5. 







1. JMU, 29 
2. Old Dominion, 49 
3. Liberty, 85 
4. Virginia Commonwealth, 109 
5. Virginia Military, 123 
6. Radford. 144 
7. Lynchburg Track Club, 214 
8.TowsonState,216 
9. Winthrop, 249 
9. Mona Gupta, 19:13.31 





JMUdef. American 15-11,19- 
17,15-5. 
George Mason def. JMU 15-3, 
15-7,15-7. 





Creighton 0    0 —  0 
Goals: JMU, O'Connell 27:12 
SPORTS WATCH 
Tuesday, Oct. 20 
Women's volleyball: George 
Washington at JMU, 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 21 
Men's soccer: JMU at Richmond, 
7pjn. 
Women's soccer: JMU at 
American, 4 p.m. 
A—13.714 Thursday, Oct. 22 
JMU finishers: 
3. Matt Holthaus, 25:43.8 Field hockey: JMU at Radford. 4 
Team Statistics 4. Tom Jeffery, 24:54.3 
6. Jeff Thompson, 25:11.4 
p.m. 
JMU     GSU 7. Dave Holliday, 26:19.0 Friday, Oct. 23 
First downs                18         22 9. Scou Jackson, 26:20.8 
Rushes-yards          162        371 WOMEN'S CROSS Women's volleyball: JMU at 
Passing yards            139        21 COUNTRY William & Mary, 7 p.m. 
Fumbles-losi             1-0         1-0 Men's tennis: JMU at South 
Penalties-yards        3-20     9-86 OCL17 Carolina Invitational. 
Time of Possession 24:10   35:50 Lynchburg Women's tennis: JMU at ECAC 
Liberty Invitational Championships. 
Individual Statistics 
Team Standings: Saturday, Oct. 24 
1. JMU, 28 
•RUSHING — JMU, Williams 2. Old Dominion, 45 Football: JMU at Towson State, 1 
14-35, Agee 4-33, Brown 2-7, 3. Virginia Commonwealth, 81 p.m. 
Miles 9-48, Marshall 8-23. 4. Liberty, 93 Women's soccer. Rutgers at 
McLeod 1-26, Gaylord l-(-10). 5. Towson State, 103 JMU, 1 p.m. 
GSU, Bostick 32-143, Williams 6. Winthrop, 161 Men's soccer JMU at William & 
23-113, Parrish 2-36, Holmes 5- 7. Radford. 179 Mary, 7:30 p.m. 
22, Fraley 1-4, Payne 1-4, Dupree 
7-32, Rcklin 2-17. Top JMU finishers: Sunday, Oct. 25 
PASSING — JMU, Williams 1. Juli Speights. 18:09.00 
14-27-139. GSU, Bostick 3-8-21. 2. Amy Taylor, 18:35.05 Field hockey: JMU at Davidson, 
RECEIVING — JMU, McLeod 4. Melissa Freda, 18:48.20 2 p.m. 
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Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson FAR SIDE/Gary Larson 
HELLO, COUNTS UBRARl ? 
XES, DO H00 HAVE AW 
BOOKS ON Y«W GIRLS 
ARE 50 WEIRO? 
THATS VIUAT I SAID. 
*W MIGUT AISO TW 
LOOKING UHCtR "OBNOtlOVJS: 
ACEtX) SERKWS?' tW 
MEAN T\OES NO RESEARCH 
ON TH\S AT ALL?-5 
\ 
ILL BET THE U8RNM 
JUST DOESNT V4ANT 
AMONE  TO KNOW. 
OU.OK, NEVER MIND 
IT WAS NOTHING. 
5 
n 
ONOl TU\S STARTS 
EVERS 006 IN THE 
NEIGWBORWOOO 
STARTS WPlHG.' 
dark and foreboding, and AHce sensed 
were watching her every step. Worst 
of aN, she knew that Nature abhorred a vacuum. 
UNIVERSITY/WC CunaW 
OK ,ROCKO,IP   I    V»AVff     A 
PROTECT     T*HAT     HAS     TH*«Ty 
PAftTS,    AMp    x     Co/wpLCTE    3 
PAftTS   A    D^V ,   E»Ua    FJNI5H   XV 
E/ACT«-y      lO      "PAys/ 
TUTOftlNCa 
S«T 55 xo*» 
IB 
:...*■ •*-. ^- J' *«-.,*,*__.     . V-" ........... i      -,...-    -..'   .      ■','*■'■"■•--'-. .    '-    .'••, 
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FOR RENT 
Ftrart HMto townhouses avsiebte Jan. 93 
& Jon. •«. Fumahed AC, W/D, OBhwasher. 
WMMMM^rwd. Cal Juke. 896-5135 
S1M cash rebate SSS-Spocosavsiabter! 
lour Bfl units. Futy furnished Uin term 
negotiable. CU Dorothy Ritchie. 432-6541 or 
Commonweal* Realty, 434-2977. 
Female roon at* seed -1 BR avaitebla 
on third floor, Hunters Ridge apartment Dae. 
- May tlSOVmo. Cal 4334964. 
Sacand aamaatar off-campus housing lor 
female. $200. Cal Stephanie. 432-0867. 
Forest Hills townhousa tor rant sacond 
samastar. Famala roommata warned. Call 
Wesley Smith al 4334688 
Hugs room available - House corner 
Liberty/Grattan. Bay window, heal/water 
included Cal 434-7316, business hours or 
433-3874. $200/mo 
Help! Need someone to take over lease 
ASAPI Free water & cable. $200/mo. Call 
Nancy at 432-8302. 
Two roots* (or rent - Groat location Near 
HosptaL tl 504185 or best oiler. Cal Nidti 
or Brooke, 432-6122. 
Room tor rent - Near JMU. Share 
kochervbeth. Call 432-0351. 
FOR SALE 
Kalian 14K gold braMed necklace - Slightly 
used Cal Kevin, 432-5534. 
Deed CDs - All in rjood condition So/each 
Jim, 2984343. Rock n' Roll 
HELP WANTED 
t2S2.5e Sell 50 lunny, college T-shirts ft 
make 1252.50. No financial obligation. A 
Haw wee program. Avg. sales urns > 44) hrs. 
Choose from 12 design!. For information cal 
tod free (800) 733-3265 
Alaeka summer employment - fisheries 
Earn jeOO./week in canneries or j4,000Wmo 
on fishing boats Free transportation! Room & 
board! Male or female. Got a head start on 
this summerl For employment program call 
(206) 545-4155 KA5325 
Greeks ft Ch.be - Raise e cool $1001 in 
just one week! Plus $1000 lor the member 
who calls! And a free headphone radio just tor 
calng 1(800)032-0628, «5. 
Summer management positions available. 
TASP International congratulates all JMU 
participants in our 1992 Summer' 
Management Program with average earnings 
18300/summer For into on 1093 positions. 
cal (800) (294777. 
Male models lor e<ercise A heath care work 
in progress No experience necessary Over 
18 4 in good shape. $10-S20/hr. Send 
physical description 1 photo to Modal, 1790- 
10 E. Market St, Box 355, Hamsonburg, VA 
22601. 
TOST & FOUND 
Lost - Diamond ring with eitreme 
sentimental value. Please cal i5492 
SERVICES 
Escape to The Country Place - 40 miles 
NW/Luray. Two BR, chalet, fireplace, 
mountains; GW Forest, canoeing, hiking. 
1225/weekend; camp, $25/night, modern 
lacHios. (703) 743-4007 
Meking a decision about an unplanned 
pregnancy won't be easy. First, give yoursel 
a Hide time. Look at al your options Irom al 
the angles. Weigh the pros and cons 
caretuty. Above al, be honest with yourself 
Remember, the best choice is the one thafs 
right for you. We offer family planning, 
counseling and first trimester abortion 
services because we believe a woman should 
have a ful range of options available to her. 
Call us if we can help, confidentially of 
course. Hagerstown Reproductive Health 
Services; in Hagerstown, Maryland since 
1979. (301) 733-2400. Collect cats accepted 
Skydhre! Coma experience an incredible 
adventure - skydiving - the ultimate high! 
Cal tor our Info sheet with prices, directions, 
etc. at Skydwe Orange, (703) 942-8968 or 
(703) 942-3871 (Hickory HH). 
Welcome back JMU student specials - S8 
haircuts, Mon-Wed. Call Classic Touch, 
SOtttlt 
Resumes - custom-written; award-winning 
witter/marketing specialist; typeset. 4344515 
Electric shavers - repaired. 485 S. Mason, 
by appointment. Phone 434-7271, Eddie 
Haydene Hobby Shop & Shaver Repair. 
 HCTICE  
For more information & assistance 
regarding the investigation of 
financing business opportunities 6 
work a! home opportunities, contact 
the Better Business Bureau, he. 
at 
 (800)533-5501.  
Typing done - Cal Laura al X4374. $1/pago. 
Rush jobs, tool 
Trainer accepting Male clients - Exorcise, 
*et, grooming, massage therapy. For a free, 
no obligation massage 4 consultation, write to 
Trainer, 1790-10 r Market St., Box 355. 
Hamsorfcurg, VA 22801 
Recquetball Instructional Clinic sign-up 
deadkne, 12 noon, Oct 20, Godwin 213. 
WANTED 
Women's Basketball Manager needed for 
1992-1993 season. Please call Flo Jackson. 
16513. 
Would like to buy good used clarinet - 
568-3317 or 434-6924. 
Looking for a top Fraternity, Sorority, or 
student organization that would fke to make 
$500-$! 500 for a one week marketing project 
right on campus Must be organized ft hard 
working. Call (800) 592-2121 x308 
II yov like Pina Coladaa - Free Spring 
Break trips ft cash, you can have I aM We 
are looking for serious students to market our 
programs. Reliable ft prestigious travel 
company Call Oiana! (800) 925-8500, or 
(212)679-7699 (NYC). 
Leadership ft management training offered 
lo Freshman ft Sophomores without 
obligation. Call Army ROTC, Major John 
Baylessatx6264. 
Supplement your college degree with 
hands-on leadership experience provided by 
Army ROTC. Call Major Bayless today at 
16264 
After Five Jazz Exposition 
Oct.21at8pm 
Presented by 
the Junior Class 
Com* out & boogio with tho 
bend 
PartylParty! Great music, great ratesl 
National DJ Connection - 433-0360. 
Adoption - Loving couple unable to have 
children wishes to adopt. Please call 
(804)779-7829. 
Jen Schneck - We miss youl Enjoy Italy 
Love,AXa 
Dent forget to check Thursday's Breeze 
for weekend specials Irom Buffalo Butch's 
Express. We deliver to campus. 564- 
2442(CHC). 
 Talking Politico  
In a Political World 
featuring 
Michael Turner 
of the CIA 
Mon„ Oct. 19, AS 12, 5 pm 
Sponsored by IABC/JMU 
Everyona Welcome! 
Women's Swim Meet, 6 pm. Oct. 20, 
Savage Pool. 
Men's Swim Meet, 6 pm, Oct. 21, Savage 
Pool. (Meets wi begin 1 hour after sign-up) 
Book your formal DJ noari Dates are going 
fast! 4334360 
ZTA - We're so glad to be your Sister 
SorontylAXQ 
World's Largest Aerobics 
Class 
Wed., Oct 28 
Godwin Gym 
All students, Faculty A Staff are 
Invited. 
*** Prize giveaways*** 
Attend Howard University's 500 Years of 
Resistance Conference, Nov. 13-15. 
Organizational meeting today, 7 pm, Jackson 
103. Sponsored by Sociology Club. 
IDON-t BE CAUGHt NAPPING! 
SEMESTER COURSE 
WITHDRAWAL A ADJUSTMENT 
DEADLINE IS 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20,1002 
ITK« - We'l go to the penalty box anytime' 
Need an appointment al the Health 
Center? We know it's been difficult making 
appointments lately, but that's mostly due to 
students we cal No-shows. No-shows make 
doctor's appointments, than fail to show up or 
call X6177 to cancel. If you're a No-show, 
please be considerate ft cancel your 
appointment. By booking an appointment ft 
failing lo keep «. you're preventing your fellow 
JMU students from seeing a doctor ft causing 
students to was unnecessarily 
No more green card! Congratulations Heip 
(David) Tran, US Citizen 
Rexanne - Our love will last forever Don't 
ever change. Jonathan 
AT - Great job with Archorspktsh! Thanks to 
our coaches! A« 




Tuts., Oct. 27,7:45 pm 
Bridgeforth Stadium 
Register in Godwin 213 
Oct. 15-22 
"Free Prizes will be given away*" 
ZTA Pledges - Tomorrow night's the right! 
Love, your big Sisters! 
Adam Stumpf - Your AKA big Sister is 
walchingi 
AXA - The tradition continues. Thanks for 
another incredible barn party! Looking 
forward to next year's! IX 
EUROPE IN MAY 
& 
3 CREDIT HOURS 
SIX COUNTRIES! 
EURAILI 
LONDON BRUGES BRUSSELS 




A repeat of last year's successful 
"Borderless Europe* course - 
A part of JMLTs travel studies 
Meg O'Connor - I cam wait until Tuesday! 
Love you, YBS. 
Looking for a Redken, Zotos perm tor $20. 
a haircut $6.50? Call Cindi, apprentice 
supervised by professional, at Hairfoom 
433-3500 
Cindy Sizemore ft Sarah Ringdahl - Your 
DC big Sisters are awesome Too bad you 
don't know who we are? 
AO new Sieters - We love you guys. In less 
than two weeks big Sisters you'll find. We 
cam wail 
There wil be no Bretie Monday due to Fal 
Break 




M alley Surplus 
1800 Erlckson Ave. 
Right, off of South High St., 





ONE LARGE-WORKS-PIZZA. ONELARGE2 
TOPPING PIZZA. EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAILABLE. 
CArWYOUTORDEUVERY. LIMTTED DELIVERY 
AREA LIMITED TIME ONLY 
96 
Plus Tax 
I ^44 Oil Oil . 702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg 
, 433-PARA (433-7272)   (Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
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The Best Pizza in Town ... Hoiut 
JMU FALL BREAK SPECIAL 
i 
s 5.53 
($6 price includes tax) 
ONE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA & 
2 DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 6.45 
($7 price includes tax) 
THREE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA & 
2 DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-out 
No Coupon Necessary 
Double the Cheese 
DkuMe the Pepperon 
$6 (including tax) for a Medium, Plus two free drink 
$8 (including tax) for a Large, Plus four free drinks 
FAST, FREE DELIVERY 
SUNDAY - THURSDAY  11 A.M. -1 A.M. 
FRIDAY. SATURDAY    11 A.M. - 2 A.M. 
433^0606 
This TUESDAY Only 
$5.99 
Large One^Topping Pizza 
(Original or Pan Perfect) 
$ 7.37 
($8 price includes tax) 
ONE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA & 
4 DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 8.29 
($9 price includes tax) 
THREE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA & 
4 DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-out 
No Coupon Necessary 
